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Project Summary: 

Suspension of solid particles of various shape and sizes in a viscous liquid are common in 
industrial and biological processes. A common example is human blood which is composed of 
red blood cells (RBC). white blood cells (WBC) and platelets suspended in viscous liquid 
called plasma. Isolation of constituent particles from the blood is important in many 
biochemical and phys iological studies. Additionally. the count of each cell type is one of the 
common blood tests. The extraction of plasma from the whole blood is required in plasma 
therapy for many disease including Covid-19. High speed centrifugation is normally used in 
medical laboratories for cell separation and plasma extraction. However. centrifugation 
candamage red blood cells and even after centrifugation many thrombocytes are sti II distributed 
in plasma. Moreover, the centrifuge is olien costly and may not be avai lable in hospitals of 
rural areas. The past studies have shown that the phenomena of particle migration and 
margination can be utilized for separation of particles. The objectivc of this project is to design 
a microfluidic device which can perform three functions . The first one is to separate particles 
from the carrier fluid , the second stage will fractionate particles based on their shape and size, 
and "nally an image based particle counting method will count number of particles of each 
species. The understanding of flow physics of polydi spersed suspensions in complex 
microchannel s is essential for their design and operat ions. Our rescarch group has facilities and 
expertize to carry out experiments and numerical simulations to understand the flow physics 
of dense suspens ions in mierofluidic bifurcations. The aim orthe project is to understand the 
role of particle parameters, fluid parameters and channel geometry on fractionation of particles 
in polydispcrsed suspension flowing through straight and bifurcation channels through the 
experimental and computational studies. Based on the fundamental studies we aim to design. 
fabricate ancl test a fracti onation device to separate different sized particles ancl carrier fluid 
and also count their numbers using an imagc bascd method. The microfluidic devicc will be 
tested using suspensions compri sing of difTerent sized and shaped particles that mimic the 
constituent cells in the blood. The main objectives are: 

• Design a nctwork of microtluidic bi furcation channel for the separation of carrier fluid from 
particles. 
• Perform flow visualizat ion studies and numerical simulations to study the separation 
effic iency. 
• Study of migration and margination phenomena in polydispersed suspension in straight and 
bifurcation microchannels. 
• Design of a microtluidic device for fractionation of particles from polydispcrsed suspension. 


